
2016-06-06 Kickoff

Agenda

Project updates

Who Plan for the week (Monday) Accomplished (Friday)

Rob 
Kooper Rob Kooper?

 

Kenton 
McHen
ry

Flesh out sample NDS component interfaces using DataNets/DIBBs: https://n
ationaldataservice.atlassian.net/wiki/pages/viewpage.action?
pageId=4685968
Begin discussion on defining/standardizing the component interfaces

Workshop proposal
MBDH Data, Tools, and Services Working Group
NDS Interfaces

Michal 
Ondrej
cek

MRL detadata - schedule meeting (and meet) Dr. Katy Walsh (AFM) and Dr. 
Jim Mabon (SEM/TEM)
schedule meeting (and meet) Dr. Wavek Swiech (SEM/TEM) - get bcc data
Skype with Ben, add Andre's endpoint
talk to Michelle Butler about storage

MRL detadata - done
Tuesday next week
done
T2C2 DIBBS meeting, Friday, Clowder update

David 
Raila Finish up backlog of review/merges

Finishing Gluster and Ansible Tickets
NDS-223
NDS-237
NDS-238
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Sara 
Lambert

Development:

 -   NDS-144 Cluster Monitor Toolset CLOSED

 

 - NDS-238 Ansible task: Deploy NDS Labs as a set of Kubernetes 

 services CLOSED

 -   NDS-268 User can stop stack in error state CLOSED

 

 -  NDS-276 UI displays project namespace where name expected
CLOSED

 

 - NDS-291 Race condition in UI prevents showing stack service name 

 when running off-site CLOSED

Process:

 -   NDS-233 Documentation: Audit developer workflows CLOSED

Working on creating an example here
Ideally, will display exemplify/unify the processes inherent in:

New Developer Workflow
JIRA Workflows
Git Workflows
Docker Workflows

Development:

 

 -  NDS-268 User can stop stack in error state
CLOSED

 

 - NDS-276 UI displays project namespace 

 where name expected CLOSED

 

 - NDS-291 Race condition in UI prevents 
 showing stack service name when running off-site

CLOSED

 -   NDS-144 Cluster Monitor Toolset CLOSED

Done, but I still need to fix conflicts from 
merging NDS-237

 

 - NDS-238 Ansible task: Deploy NDS Labs as 

 a set of Kubernetes services CLOSED

Done, but I still need to fix conflicts from 
merging NDS-237

Review:

 

 - NDS-223 Site admin can deploy Gluster 

 services as Kubernetes services RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-237 Add Gluster deployment to 
 Kubernetes ansible provisioning script

RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-303 glfs logging unavailable to 

  kubernetes for server and client pods RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-304 gluster server state is not 

 recoverable on reboot RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-305 Gluster Client restart will not 

 mount previously mounted volume CLOSED

Planning:

 for Developer Support in NDS Labs are UI Mockups
mostly finished

 

 - NDS-233 Documentation: Audit developer 

 workflows CLOSED

Completed an example of developer workflow h
ere
Will transfer ownership to nds-org once we 
discuss and are satisfied with it

 

Kandac
e 
Turner

NDS Report
 

Craig 
Willis Craig Willis?
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